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Get ready for an adventure that's sure to leave you roaring with laughter!
'Early Man: The Junior Novelization' is the thrilling companion book to the
hit animated film, bringing the prehistoric world to life for young readers.

Join Dug, the lovable but clumsy Stone Age caveman, and his loyal
sidekick, Hognob, the wild but lovable boar, as they embark on a quest to
save their village from the invading Bronze Age horde. With their animal
friends by their side, Dug and Hognob must overcome cunning traps, giant
mammoths, and relentless enemies in a battle for survival and the future of
their way of life.

This captivating novel brings to life the hilarious and heartwarming
characters of 'Early Man' with vivid descriptions and engaging storytelling.
Kids will love following Dug and Hognob's adventures as they face
challenges, discover hidden strengths, and forge unbreakable bonds. Along
the way, they'll learn valuable lessons about friendship, perseverance, and
embracing differences.

With its thrilling action sequences, laugh-out-loud humor, and inspiring
message, 'Early Man: The Junior Novelization' is a must-read for young
readers who love adventure, animation, and the spirit of teamwork. Join
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Dug, Hognob, and the Stone Age tribe on their epic journey, and let the
adventure begin!

Synopsis

Dug, the clumsy but good-hearted Stone Age caveman, faces the biggest
challenge of his life when the Bronze Age army invades his peaceful
village. With his loyal boar companion, Hognob, by his side, Dug must rally
his unlikely team of animal friends and overcome cunning traps, giant
mammoths, and relentless enemies to save his village and the future of
their way of life.

Characters

Dug: A clumsy but lovable caveman with a heart of gold and a
determination to prove his worth.

Hognob: Dug's loyal boar companion, who is fiercely protective and
always ready for a good laugh.

Lord Nooth: The cunning and ruthless leader of the Bronze Age army,
who is determined to conquer the Stone Age village.

Goona: A skilled Stone Age hunter and Dug's childhood friend, who
helps in the fight against the Bronze Age.

Bobnar: A wise and respected Stone Age shaman, who provides
guidance and support to Dug and his friends.

Themes

Friendship: The unbreakable bond between Dug and Hognob, and
the importance of working together to overcome challenges.



Perseverance: Dug's determination to prove his worth, despite his
clumsiness and initial failures.

Embracing Differences: The acceptance of individuality and the
realization that everyone has something to contribute.

The Power of Hope: The belief that even in the face of adversity,
there is always hope for a brighter future.

Reviews

"'Early Man: The Junior Novelization' is a delightful and exciting adventure
that captures the spirit of the movie perfectly. Kids will love following Dug
and Hognob on their epic quest, and they'll learn valuable lessons about
friendship, perseverance, and embracing differences along the way." - The
Children's Book Review

"This book is a perfect companion to the movie, and it's a great read for
kids of all ages. The characters are well-developed and the story is
engaging. I highly recommend it!" - Our Book Library Reviewer

"My kids couldn't put this book down! They loved the humor, the action, and
the heartwarming message. It's a great way to introduce them to the world
of 'Early Man' and the importance of teamwork." - Goodreads Reviewer

Free Download Your Copy Today!

Get your copy of 'Early Man: The Junior Novelization' today and join Dug,
Hognob, and the Stone Age tribe on their epic adventure! This thrilling and
inspiring novel is a must-have for young readers who love adventure,
animation, and the spirit of teamwork.



Available at all major book retailers and online.
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